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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness,
but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light:
for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that
sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk
circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of
guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against
surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of
his devices."

II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves,
and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from
heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
I John 4:18: "There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because fear hath
torment. He that feareth is not made perfect in love."
Heb 13:6: "So that we may boldly say, The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear what man
shall do unto me."
II Timothy 1:7: "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love,
and of a sound mind."
Dr. Johnson's Teachings:
Overcoming, Protection, Meekness, Answered Prayer, Comfort, Faith,... Part 1
Overcoming, Protection, Meekness, Answered Prayer, Comfort, Faith,... Part 2
Imprecatory Prayers & Gods Judgment on Wickedness-A Christians ‘Door of Hope'
The Biblical Keys To Answered Prayer

Manhattan Declaration: “Perhaps Millions” Being Led Toward the New
Age/New Spirituality
December 4th, 2009 | Author: Lighthouse Trails Editors We are seeking to build a movement – hundreds
of thousands, perhaps millions, of Catholic, Evangelical, and Eastern Orthodox Christians who will stand
together.–Manhattan Declaration
On November 20th, a document called the Manhattan Declaration was released at an event at the
National Cathedral in Washington, DC. The Declaration has received wide media coverage, and as of
this writing about ¼ million people have signed the document, with a current average of about 10 people
a minute adding their names (around 14,400 a day).
One of the four drafters of the Declaration is Chuck Colson who also co-authored a document in the 90s
called Evangelicals and Catholics Together. The ECT is similar in nature in that it identifies both
Catholicism and Evangelicalism as part of the Christian church and asks members of both groups to unite
in areas that they have in common. With this new document, the emphasis is on morality: gay versus
traditional marriage, abortion, stem cell research, assisted suicide, etc.
2Cor 6:14 Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness
with unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness?
2Cor 6:15 And what concord hath Christ with Belial? or what part hath he that believeth with an
infidel?
2Cor 6:16 And what agreement hath the temple of God with idols? for ye are the temple of the living
God; as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and walk in [them]; and I will be their God, and they shall be
my people.
2Cor 6:17 Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not
the unclean [thing]; and I will receive you,
2Cor 6:18 And will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord
Almighty.

According to a Christianity Today article on the Manhattan Declaration, both prominent evangelical
leaders and Catholic leaders are main signatories:

The declaration has received national attention because, in addition to many American evangelical
leaders, its [main] signatories include nine Catholic archbishops, the president of the Catholic League,
the primate of the Anglican Church of Nigeria, and the primate of the Orthodox Church in America.
Given the fact that a large number of the main 149 signatories have directly or indirectly promoted
advocates of the New Age/New Spirituality (Other wise known as the contemplative/emerging church
movement), it is not difficult to see that the Manhattan Declaration may provide an appealing and subtle
avenue into the New Spirituality for a vast number of signers, many of whom might not otherwise have
had exposure to it given the conservative tendencies of most of the signers.
Some may ask, how could this introduction to the New Spirituality possibly take place just by signing the
Declaration–even if some of the main signatories are promoting it? The answer, in part, has already
surfaced. On the Manhattan Declaration website, it now states:
Thousands of you have sent e-mails asking what’s next – a good question. The goal of those of us who
drafted and signed the document is not just to get a lot of names on a manifesto, gratifying though that is.
We are seeking to build a movement – hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions, of Catholic, Evangelical,
and Eastern Orthodox Christians who will stand together alongside other men and women of goodwill in
defense of foundational principles of justice and the common good. We are looking for people who will
work in every possible arena to advance the sanctity of life, rebuild and revitalize the marriage culture,
and protect religious liberty. So what’s next for you?"
In answer to their question of “what’s next,” a Worldview Resource Directory is offered to signers as a
place to find “excellent resources in support of these foundational truths.” The Resource Directory,
located on the Manhattan Declaration’s website, has a large listing of books, DVDs, and other material
compiled especially for the signers of the Declaration. But a close look at this Resource Directory should
cause believers to be quite concerned. For instance, there is a specific section titled “Spiritual
Formation,” which carries recommendations to contemplative mystic advocates such as Dallas Willard,
J.P. Moreland, and Kenneth Boa. The propensities of all three of these contemplative teachers are
documented at Lighthouse Trails Research Project. One of the books that the Manhattan Declaration
Directory recommends is J. P. Moreland and Klaus Issler’s book, The Lost Virtue of Happiness:
Discovering the Disciplines of the Good Life. This book is discussed in Roger Oakland’s hard-hitting
book Faith Undone, an expose of the emerging church and the Purpose-Driven Movement. Oakland
states:
Moreland and Issler believe they have rediscovered important spiritual principles that have been lost.
Two of the spiritual disciplines the authors have recovered are “Solitude and Silence.” The book says that
these two disciplines are “absolutely fundamental to the Christian life.” …[T]he isolation and solitude
Moreland and Issler promote have definite Eastern mystical overtones.
Hebrews 13:9

Be not carried about with divers and strange doctrines.

The authors attempt to add credibility to this rediscovered spiritual discipline by quoting [the late Catholic
priest and mystic] Henri Nouwen, who said: “A man or woman who has developed this solitude of heart is
no longer pulled apart by the most divergent stimuli of the surrounding world but is able to perceive and
understand this world from a quiet inner center (Nouwen, Reaching Out, p.38).
… Continuing to develop the idea of the lost art of finding the “quiet inner center,” Moreland and Issler

state:
“In our experience, Catholic retreat centers are usually ideal for solitude retreats… We also recommend
that you bring photos of your loved ones and a picture of Jesus… Or gaze at a statue of Jesus. Or let
some pleasant thought, feeling, or memory run through your mind over and over again.” (pp.54-55)
… But that isn’t all they recommend. For example, Moreland and Issler provide tips for developing a
prayer life. Here are some of the recommendations they make:
[W]e recommend that you begin by saying the Jesus Prayer about three hundred times a day. (p.90 –
see Matthew 6:7 on vain repetitions)
When you first awaken, say the Jesus Prayer twenty to thirty times. As you do, something will begin to
happen to you. God will begin to slowly occupy the center of your attention.(p. 92) (from Faith Undone,
pp. 117-118).
Another book that the Manhattan Declaration Resource Directory recommends is Moreland’s Kingdom
Triangle. In this book, Moreland makes his case for contemplative spirituality (Dallas Willard writes the
foreword), encouraging readers to practice the exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the
Catholic order, the Jesuits (p. 156).
It is essential to understand that by the Manhattan Declaration pointing signers to contemplative
proponents like Issler, Moreland, and Willard, they are giving their signers the spirituality of Henri
Nouwen, who at the end of his life (having adhered to mysticism for many years) said: “Today I
personally believe that while Jesus came to open the door to God’s house, all human beings can walk
through that door, whether they know about Jesus or not. Today I see it as my call to help every person
claim his or her own way to God.”2
You see, Nouwen emulated the “fruit” of Catholic contemplative mysticism, which is interspirituality (thus
negating the Gospel of Jesus Christ) (For a documented expose on the spirituality of Henri Nouwen and
the spiritual formation movement, see A Time of Departing by Ray Yungen).
Ironically, Nouwen probably wouldn’t have signed the Declaration. In his book, In the Name of Jesus (a
book highly valued by many of today’s Christian leaders, including Rick Warren), he emphasized the
need for “Christian leadership” to move from “the moral to the mystical.” In other words, the emphasis of
the Christian life should be more on the mystical or contemplative, rather than on traditional taboos of
Christianity, such as those that the Declaration defends.
The Resource Directory for the Manhattan Declaration signers has far more than just Willard, Moreland,
and Issler. They are also recommending Brian McLaren, an emergent leader who has publicly
denounced the atonement doctrine of the Bible, calling it “false advertising” for God. McLaren is also a
major proponent of eastern-style mysticism (mantric), which can be clearly seen in his book, Finding Our
Way Again. In this book, McLaren twists Scripture by suggesting that the Old Testament priest
Melchizedek was of a different religion than Abraham, and Abraham used a mystical practice to connect
with Melchizedek. Thus McLaren draws this conclusion: “[W]e discover practices for our own faith in an
encounter with someone of another faith” (p. 25). This is what occultists believe. Occultist Aldous Huxley
said that mysticism is the “highest common factor” that “links the world’s religious traditions” and leads

man to recognize the divinity within all things (see As Above, So Below, p. 2).
Even though Brian McLaren rejects some of the basic tenets of biblical Christianity and clings to mystical
beliefs of other religions, the Manhattan Declaration recommends him (p. 16).
Other troublesome names that the Manhattan Declaration is calling “excellent resources” and “likeminded worldview organizations and leaders working together for cultural transformation” (p. 7) are
Buddhist-sympathizer Peter Kreeft, emerging church figure, Donald Miller (Blue Like Jazz), the
contemplative-promoting Teen Mania, and Ken Boa. The book the Declaration recommends by Boa,
Conformed to His Image, is a primer in contemplative spirituality. In his book, Boa favorably references
practices like lectio divina and figures like Richard Foster (Renovare), Thomas Merton, and Thomas
Keating (Merton and Keating are two of the primary pioneers of the current contemplative prayer
movement). Boa also references mystic Jean Pierre de Caussade’s book Abandonment to Divine
Providence, referring to the “sacrament of the present moment”, a concept often used to encourage
people to enter the silence.
And here is an interesting note: Boa tells readers: “The spiritual exercises of Ignatius of Loyola
incorporate these and other meditative techniques.” Ignatius of Loyola was the founder of the Jesuits (an
order in the Catholic church), whose purpose was mainly to bring “rebelling” Protestants back to the
mother church. The barbarity and cruelness of the Jesuits was unspeakable.
Another Jesuit priest, one who has indirect connections to the evangelical church today and one who is in
line with the Aquarian Conspiracy [New Age christ-consciousness], is the late Pierre Teilhard de Chardin.
In Chardin’s book, Christianity and Evolution, he makes these comments:
[T]he Cross still stands … But this on one condition, and one only: that it expand itself to the dimensions
of a New Age, and cease to present itself to us as primarily (or even exclusively) the sign of a victory over
sin. (p. 219-220).
I believe that the Messiah whom we await, whom we all without any doubt await, is the universal Christ;
that is to say, the Christ of evolution (p. 95).
What I am proposing to do is to narrow that gap between pantheism and Christianity by bringing out what
one might call the Christian soul of Pantheism of the pantheist aspect of Christianity (p. 56).
In Warren B. Smith’s book, A “Wonderful” Deception, Smith reveals that Rick Warren colleague Leonard
Sweet calls Chardin “Twentieth-century Christianity’s major voice” (AWD, p. 111 ). But Chardin does not
represent biblical Christianity–on the contrary, he falls in a spiritual camp that embraces the “cosmic
Christ,” which is the I AM (God) in every creature. Even though this christ-consciousness-in-all-people
belief rejects the true Gospel of Jesus Christ, Sweet has openly aligned himself with Chardin. In Sweet’s
book, Aqua Church, he favorably quotes Chardin saying: “Christ is in the Church in the same way as the
sun is before our eyes. We see the same sun as our fathers saw, and yet we understand it in a much
more magnificent way” (p. 39, Aqua Church).
While it is true that Leonard Sweet is not a signer of the Manhattan Declaration, this IS the direction that
evangelical Christianity is heading. Please understand that this “vintage” Christianity (i.e. contemplative
and/or emerging) is moving relentlessly toward the Catholic mystical tradition. So for Christian leaders,
who already are nearly void of understanding the dangers of the contemplative/emerging movement, to
stand together in solidarity with leaders of the Catholic church is only going to further remove the barriers
in people’s minds that these two approaches to God are radically different, and even actually oppose
each other (see Council of Trent anathemas).
Finally, we want to point out one more resource that the Manhattan Declaration is recommending:

Renovare, which is the organization founded by contemplative pioneer Richard Foster. An entire book
could be written on Foster alone, but in this article we are going to draw your attention to just one aspect.
Those who understand the dynamics of the New Age/New Spirituality (i.e., contemplative) can research
the Renovare website to gain further insight. One of the people whom Foster has used extensively for
both his Spiritual Formation Study “Bible” and his Life With God “Bible” is Walter Brueggemann.
Brueggemann helped to edit these Renovare “Bibles.” Yet, Brueggemann, who could actually be
considered a pioneer of the emerging church movement, resonates with atonement denier Alan Jones
and actually endorsed the back cover of Jones’ book, Reimagining Christianity. In that book, Jones says
that the doctrine of the Cross is a “vile” doctrine and that: The Church’s fixation on the death of Jesus as
the universal saving act must end, and the place of the cross must be reimagined in Christian faith. Why?
Because of the cult of suffering and the vindictive God behind it” (p. 132). It is THIS spirituality that the
Manhattan Declaration is handing over to potentially millions of conservative Christians. And it is THIS
spirituality of which we are compelled to warn against.
What is puzzling is that if these Evangelical leaders want to raise up morality in America, why have so
many of them openly endorsed the emerging/contemplative spirituality in one aspect or another, which
overall ignores or downplays a stand against homosexual marriage, abortion, and other moral issues that
the Manhattan Declaration speaks of? Are they repenting? No mention of that. Many of them STILL are
promoting the contemplative/emerging spirituality that will continue to remove traditional morality from our
society. It seems rather distorted when these leaders are being seen as taking a stand for morality when
all along they are promoting a spirituality that ultimately undermines it. We could give you example after
example of the New Spirituality’s move away from morality, and we could give you example after
example of Christian leaders’ promotion of the New Spirituality and its cohorts. Are these signers of the
Manhattan Declaration truly concerned about the present moral condition of the United States?
Lighthouse Trails is certainly not against standing up for morality. On the contrary. But one must look at
the spiritual undertones that have found their way into Christianity today, including the
endeavor addressed in this article. We must always keep in mind what Roman Catholic theologian Karl
Rahner said, that the Christian of the future will be a mystic or he will be nothing at all. His vision is
becoming more and more a reality.
If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to all men liberally, and upbraideth not; and it
shall be given him. But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that wavereth is like a wave of the
sea driven with the wind and tossed. James 1:5-6
More Information:
“Evangelicals and New Agers Together” by Warren B. Smith
Should Christians Sign The Manhattan Declaration? by Pastor Adam Gislason
The Manhattan Declaration: Why faithful Christians SHOULD NOT sign it.–Cecil Andrews, Take Heed
Ministries, Northern Ireland
Audio Clip: A Rebuke to the Manhattan Declaration Signatories by Pastor Roger Ovadal
http://www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com/blog/?p=498
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U.S. Representative Issa: Obama's refusal to investigate 'Climategate'
emails is 'unconscionable'
By Tony Romm - 12/04/09--The U.N.'s decision this week to investigate whether some of its climate
change research had been manipulated constitutes a "direct rebuke" of the Obama administration, Rep.
Darrell Issa (R-Calif.) said Friday.
The White House's unwillingness to open a similar inquiry could now only be characterized as "a sad
abdication of their responsibility to ensure that U.S. policies are not driven by corrupted science and
data," the congressman added.

“The very integrity of the report that the Obama administration has predicated much of its climate change
policy has been called into question and it is unconscionable that this administration and Congress is
willing to abdicate responsibility of uncovering the truth to the United Nations," explained Issa, the ranking
member on the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee.
Motivating Issa's calls for a probe into climate change research, and the U.N.'s decision to launch one,
was the publication last month of thousands of e-mails and other documents that global warming skeptics
say prove the phenomenon does not exist.
Some of those e-mails contained discussions about how to best portray data sets, among other topics.
Scientists maintain their comments have been taken out of context, but those who fiercely oppose the
climate change thesis argue the e-mails invalidate all the research.
The U.N. announced it would probe that data this week, mostly because some of the research in question
touches on related work either completed or promoted by its own Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC).
But the White House has largely dismissed the litany of Republican calls to open an inquiry into that
research — Issa's included.
Even if a deal is reached at the UN climate change talks in Copenhagen next week it will only be the first
step towards the far more radical cuts that are needed in global carbon emissions, Al Gore, the former US
Vice-President, told The Times last night.
Mr Gore said that to avoid the worst ravages of climate change world leaders would have to come
together again to set more drastic reductions than those now planned.
“Even a final treaty will have to set the stage for other tougher reductions at a later date,” he said. “We
have already overshot the safe levels of CO2 in the atmosphere.”
Read entire article

http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/70653-rep-issa-white-house-refusal-to-investigateclimategate-is-unconscionable-
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Mounting Debilities and Deaths from H1N1 Vaccine
Posted by: Dr. Mercola--December 05 2009--Jordan McFarland, a 14-year-old boy from Virginia, is weak
and struggling to walk after coming down with a reported case of Guillain-Barre syndrome (GBS) within
hours after receiving the H1N1 vaccine for swine flu.
McFarland left Inova Fairfax Hospital for Children in a wheelchair nearly a week after developing severe
headaches, muscle spasms and weakness in his legs following a swine flu shot.
Jordan is among the first people in the U.S. to report developing the potentially life-threatening muscle
disorder after receiving the H1N1 vaccine this fall. Increased cases of GBS were found in patients who
received a 1976 swine flu vaccine.
Likewise, a young woman in France has also been diagnosed with GBS after a swine flu shot. The
woman, identified only as a health worker, was diagnosed with GBS six days after she received the swine
flu shot, according to the French health ministry
Swedish, Japanese, and Chinese health officials have also reported a number of serious side effects,
including deaths of people who received the H1N1 vaccine.
In China, the Ministry of Health announced that the two people, including one teacher from Hunan
province, died hours after receiving their inoculations.
Chinese health officials have pulled all vaccines manufactured in the same batch used to inoculate the
teacher.
Fifty-four percent of Chinese residents reported in a China Daily survey that they would not get the H1N1
vaccine because of concerns about the shot's safety. Among those inoculated so far in China, more than
1,200 have complained of side effects ranging from sore arms, rashes, and headaches, to anaphylactic
shock and sudden drops in blood pressure.
Sources:
MSNBC November 12, 2009
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2009/12/05/Swine-Flu-Shot-Side-Effects-Beginning-toTake-Their-Toll.aspx
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by Paul Fassa, citizen journalist--(NaturalNews) A Benedictine Nun Teresa Forcades, a former MD, gave
a detailed analysis of the flawed pandemic reportage while warning of the dangers from a highly
questionable vaccination for a relatively harmless flu.
In her video presentation, the nun also outlined the steps that were taken by the WHO (World Health
Organization) for medical domination over the world. Investigative journalist Jon Rappoport also
explained how the WHO is now set up to dominate the world as an agency of control.
Two steps forward and one step back has been a method of gaining control for decades. For every
advance a setback is assumed with multiple alternative plans ready to implement. "They" are in it for the
long haul.
According to Rappoport, the WHO is an arm of the CFR (Counsel of Foreign Affairs), established by the
Rockefeller family 90 years ago to create a one world order agenda. This agenda is falsely promoted as a
benefit for mankind. John D. Rockefeller also established the AMA then. He who owns the gold makes
the rules!
With pandemic alarms ringing, the medical monarchy comes to the rescue. But it's actually a setup for
world domination by a few.
Forcades points out that the WHO changed its criteria for calling a pandemic from widespread morbidity
(death rates) to only widespread infections in early 2009! The swine flu has lower morbidity than even the
seasonal flu. What a coincidence! This is what enabled the WHO to declare a level six pandemic with low
morbidity. Through a series of prior international agreements, this put the WHO in position to mandate
vaccinations for 195 UN member nations. Forcades pointed out that normally the WHO makes
recommendations, but recommendations become legal mandates during a stage six pandemic.
Yet the swine flu is not even as widespread as reported. The WHO stopped counting infections in midsummer of 2009! So current WHO/CDC statistics are highly inflated, as discovered recently by a CBS
news program called Washington Unplugged.
After the CDC (Center for Disease Control) stonewalled CBS journalists' request for an accurate count of
swine flu cases, CBS surveyed all 50 state labs for confirmed swine flu cases. It turns out that most states
reported less than five percent of suspected episodes as confirmed swine flu, and in most states over half
those cases were not any flu at all!
But the WHO is big brother, and in the USA the CDC is calling some back door shots for the WHO.
Resistance to overtly mandated vaccinations has risen. But a new angle has been approached in the
USA. According to a health insurance industry website, the CDC has inserted a provision in the "health
care" bill to withhold health care if vaccinations are not up to date.
What's wrong with the WHO and the CDC having all this control? The medical establishment's actual
record speaks for itself. This medical monopoly has caused more death and bad health than any flu over
the past 90 years. Here's what is not publicly disclosed:
How are Americans dying?
“A definitive review and close reading of medical peer-review journals, and government health statistics
shows that American medicine frequently causes more harm than good. The number of people having inhospital, adverse drug reactions (ADR) to prescribed medicine is 2.2 million. Dr. Richard Besser, of the
CDC, in 1995, said the number of unnecessary antibiotics prescribed annually for viral infections was 20
million. Dr. Besser, in 2003, now refers to tens of millions of unnecessary antibiotics. The number of
unnecessary medical and surgical procedures performed annually is 7.5 million. The number of people
exposed to unnecessary hospitalization annually is 8.9 million. The total number of iatrogenic deaths

shown in the following table is 783,936. It is evident that the American medical system is the leading
cause of death and injury in the United States.”
Source:
http://www.newmediaexplorer.org/sepp/Death%20by%20Medicine%20Nov%2027.doc
Death by Medicine-Gary Null PhD, Carolyn Dean MD ND, Martin Feldman MD, Debora Rasio MD,
Dorothy Smith PhD, October 2003
* The term “iatrogenic” is defined as “induced in a patient by a physician’s activity, manner or therapy.
Used especially to pertain to a complication of a treatment.” Source: J.A.M.A. (Journal of the American
Medical Association)
Let’s look at some statistics from the CDC (Centers for Disease Control).The 2003 data shows that Heart
Disease and Cancer are by far the most common causes of reported death in America. But what is this
telling us? That Iatrogenic deaths from the conventional medicine field would technically be #1 in the
above list at 783,936 deaths per year.

Source: http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/dvs/lcwk9_2003.pdf & http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/lcod.htm

Sources for this article include:
Video lecture from Sister Teresa Forcades, former MD - Bell Tolling for the Swine Flu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=61yS...
Sucking Us All In - The Counsel On Foreign Affairs and Swine Flu by Jon Rappoport
http://www.pandemicfluonline.com/?p...
Health Insurance News - CDC proposal for Health Care Bill http://www.youronlineinsurance.com/...
http://www.naturalnews.com/z027597_medical_mafia_medicine.html
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Exposing New Moon, Twilight, Vampires, Creatures of the Night, and
other Romanticized Demonic Entities: The Seduction of our Youth.
By C. A. Huft

Become Dangerously Informed! Click here!

So you let your daughter go to the latest Twilight Film, and your son went to see the Vampires
Apprentice; novel, harmless, romantic teenage fun, right? In their search for more information on their
favorite fanged heart throb, maybe they ran across a few websites you should know about; like the
Sanguinarians, or Voices of the Vampires, or Fallen Creations-a teen forum. These sites list numerous
articles and teaching modules to help those poor, uninformed, teens to find their inner Vampire. The word
vampire comes from the Slavonic Magyar, which literally means blood monster.
Here is just an example some of the articles they can look up: "Cooking with Blood", "How to Protect
Yourself from Diseases When Feeding on the Sick", or how about this one, "Safe Bloodletting and
Feeding". No, your daughter won’t be kissing her poster of Robert Pattinson, instead, she will be learning
the ins and outs of sanguinarians (the practice of drinking blood).
Do you know why kids are so drawn to this weird, macabre sub-culture in our day and age of endless
escapism, lack of responsibility, no moral role models, entitlement, and frustration over their socially
imposed limitations, and endless soccer games? Children feel alienated, when you feel alien, you look for
other aliens. At an age when relationships are probably more important than anything to them, they feel
alone, misunderstood and confused. They thrive, connect, and relate to characters who exude beauty,
wanton, mysterious sexuality, superhuman powers, and abilities to “get back” at those who would hurt
you or call you names, they becken to them from the dark abyss. They can show their friends that they
may be different, but now they have found a new way to control their out-of-control surroundings, exert
power, never die, never age, with a quiet confidence that if need be, you would be nothing but a late night
snack if you happen to overstep your parental bounds.
So here is a direct quote from the “teen” section of the Sanguinarian website:
“If you smell blood (someone got cut; girls menstruating; whatever), just don't say anything; as well as we
can pick it out, most people find it a little odd when you act like a bloodhound. Something you have to
learn how to do is downplay things.”
Again we are not talking about fantasizing that you are married to the latest, fanged vampire, you are
actively seeking out blood. Many overlook the fact that in the movie Twilight, he wants to devour his
girlfriends blood.

Human blood is a river of energy; it contains essential things needed for the body to live. The bible tells
us that there is life in the blood. God gave the Israelites very strict instructions regarding the treatment of
blood, both human and animal.
After the flood and Noah & his family came out of the ark & God gave permission to mankind to eat flesh
foods. "And God blessed Noah and his sons, and said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish
the earth. . . . Every moving thing that liveth shall be meat for you; even as the green herb have I given
you all things." Genesis 9:1-3. There was, however, a restriction placed upon the human race: "But flesh
with the life thereof, which is the blood thereof, shall ye not eat." Genesis 9:4.
This restriction was reaffirmed after the children of Israel left Egypt. Through the Moses, God said: "It
shall be a perpetual statute for your generations throughout all your dwellings, that ye eat neither
fat nor blood." Leviticus 3:17.

In the Old Testament a violation of Lev. 3:17 would result in the separation of the transgressor from the
congregation of Israel. "And whatsoever man there be of the house of Israel, or of the strangers that
sojourn among you, that eateth any manner of blood; I will even set my face against that soul that
eateth blood, and will cut him off from among his people." Leviticus 17:10.

It would behoove those who believe that, under the gospel dispensation, mankind is free to ignore the Old
Testament prohibition of eating blood with the meat tissue, to seriously consider the special consensus
that the Council of Jerusalem (A.D. 50) took regarding this specific topic. The apostle James in his closing
remarks summarized the unanimous resolution arrived at by the church at large through the Holy Spirit.
Here are his words:
"For it seemed good to the Holy Ghost, and to us, to lay upon you no greater burden than these
necessary things; that ye abstain from meats offered to idols, and from blood, and from things strangled,
and from fornication: from which if ye keep yourselves, ye shall do well. Fare ye well." Acts 15:28-29.
Let us not overlook that this resolution took place under the guidance of the Holy Spirit after the death of
Christ on the cross and His resurrection.
Now back to this the original subject. There are different forms of vampirism. A popular one is called psivampirism. This is more of a combination between witchcraft and vampirism, since it calls for focus, and
meditation to psychically act as a parasite to an unsuspecting victim. They mentally drain their victims life
force… they suck the energy from them. The dangers? The person will become sick, depressed, or even
die. This is a popular form of vampirism as it offers a much more ‘tasteful’ alternative to feeding on
someone’s blood.
In much of the popular youth literature, the idea of feeding on a human is distasteful, or evil, so they turn
to animals instead to satiate their desires, which is somehow OK in their minds.
So for the budding blood drinker they should also know that blood can carry disease, animal blood is
dangerous and can carry salmonella, e. coli, botulism and raw pig blood contains trichinosis. Not to
mention if you aren’t killing these animals yourself, you have to become very good friends with the local
butcher, and the cleanliness of the blood may be a factor.
Once you get past the “disgusting” factor, you begin to realize the enchantment that has been perpetrated
upon your children. Ex-vampires state that they felt an unholy anointing, like an entity entering into them

when called upon. They also state that the blood lust is as accurate of a description as they can describe;
like a virus, infecting them and controlling their desires. Many admit that without the saving grace of Jesus
Christ they would never be free from the bondage of the compulsive ingestion of blood. Many admit that
they would do anything to get their next fix; murder, not withholding. Although these are extreme forms of
possession, all of the former vampires state that they started out with nothing but an innocent, vain
curiosity to begin with. The occult set the trap, lured them in with the promise of ageless beauty, sexual
prowess, and unlimited personal powers, but failed to tell them at what cost.
http://www.christianparanormalanswers.com/Vampires.html
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'Safe schools' chief recommends child porn for classroom reading
December 04, 2009--By Bob Unruh--WorldNetDaily
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following includes
descriptions of adult themes and objectional subject
material.
A new report is raising alarms that the Gay, Lesbian,
Straight Education Network, a homosexual advocacy
organization founded by openly gay Kevin Jennings,
now head of the U.S. Office of Safe Schools for the
Obama administration, is recommending XXX-rated
sex writings for children as young as preschoolers.
"We were unprepared for what we encountered. Book
after book after book contained stories and
anecdotes that weren't merely X-rated and pornographic, but which featured explicit descriptions of sex
acts between preschoolers; stories that seemed to promote and recommend child-adult sexual
relationships; stories of public self-sexual gratification, sodomy in restrooms, affairs between students and
teachers, five-year-olds playing sex games (and other things too graphic to even mention)," said the
report.
"One memoir even praised becoming a prostitute as a way to increase one's self-esteem. Above all, the
books seemed to have less to do with promoting tolerance than with an unabashed attempt to
indoctrinate students into a hyper-sexualized worldview," it advised.
The report was posted online by Jim Hoft at the Gatetway Pundit blog after it was obtained from
Breitbart.tv co-founder Scott Baker.
The team whose members assembled the report said a handful of books from the more than 100 titles on
GLSEN's recommended reading list for school children were picked randomly. Writings were reviewed

with titles such as "Queer 13," "Being Different,", "Passages of Pride," "Growing Up Gay/Growing Up
Lesbian," "In Your Face," and "Love & Sex: Ten Stories of Truth."
"What we discovered shocked us. Rendered speechless," the report said. Read the passages … and
judge for yourself … The language is explicit, the intent is clear," the report said.
WND has reported previously on Jennings' background and agenda, including when it was revealed a
publisher of "gay erotica" sought him out to write a book aimed at encouraging homosexuality in high
schools and colleges.
Messages WND has left with Jennings' office during its coverage of these issues never have been
returned.
http://wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=117978
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Jesse Ventura Searches For Coverups
HAARP Coverup:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJDJcvrIOM4 Part 1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E7pHn6DfOhQ Part 2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RzdzoAUEexk Part 3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGkd6oh6e48 Part 4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0e1Gv2zxpw Part 5
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iBkI5rh_vVM Part 6
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MUSLIM DANGERS AROUND THE WORLD
By Percentages of the Population
From Pastor Jason Barlow
Received December 3, 2009

Adapted from Dr. Peter Hammond's book: Slavery, Terrorism and Islam: The Historical Roots and
Contemporary Threat
Islam is not a religion, nor is it a cult. In its fullest form, it is a complete, total, 100% system of life.
Islam has religious, legal, political, economic, social, and military components. The religious
component is a beard for all of the other components.
Islamization begins when there are sufficient Muslims in a country to agitate for their religious
privileges.
When politically correct, tolerant, and culturally diverse societies agree to Muslim demands for
their religious privileges, some of the other components tend to creep in as well.
Here's how it works:
As long as the Muslim population remains around or under 2% in any given country, they
will be for the most part be regarded as a peace-loving minority, and not as a threat to other
citizens. This is the case in:
United States -- Muslim 0.6%
Australia -- Muslim 1.5%
Canada -- Muslim 1.9%
China -- Muslim 1.8%
Italy -- Muslim 1.5%
Norway -- Muslim 1.8%

At 2% to 5%, they begin to proselytize from other ethnic minorities and disaffected groups,
often with major recruiting from the jails and among street gangs. This is happening in:
Denmark -- Muslim 2%
Germany -- Muslim 3.7%
United Kingdom -- Muslim 2.7%
Spain -- Muslim 4%
Thailand -- Muslim 4.6%

From 5% on, they exercise an inordinate influence in proportion to their percentage of the
population. For example, they will push for the introduction of halal (clean by Islamic standards)
food, thereby securing food preparation jobs for Muslims. They will increase pressure on

supermarket chains to feature halal on their shelves -- along with threats for failure to comply.
This is occurring in:
France -- Muslim 8%
Philippines -- 5%
Sweden -- Muslim 5%
Switzerland -- Muslim 4.3%
The Netherlands -- Muslim 5.5%
Trinidad & Tobago -- Muslim 5.8%
At this point, they will work to get the ruling government to allow them to rule themselves (within
their ghettos) under Sharia, the Islamic Law. The ultimate goal of Islamists is to establish Sharia
law over the entire world.

When Muslims approach 10% of the population, they tend to increase lawlessness as a
means of complaint about their conditions. In Paris, we are already seeing car-burnings. Any nonMuslim action offends Islam and results in uprisings and threats, such as in Amsterdam, with
opposition to Mohammed cartoons and films about Islam. Such tensions are seen daily,
particularly in Muslim sections in:
Guyana -- Muslim 10%
India -- Muslim 13.4%
Israel -- Muslim 16%
Kenya -- Muslim 10%
Russia -- Muslim 15%

After reaching 20%, nations can expect hair-trigger rioting, jihad militia formations,
sporadic killings, and the burnings of Christian churches and Jewish synagogues, such as in:
Ethiopia -- Muslim 32.8%

At 40%, nations experience widespread massacres, chronic terror
attacks, and ongoing militia warfare, such as in:
Bosnia -- Muslim 40%
Chad -- Muslim 53.1%
Lebanon -- Muslim 59.7%

From 60%, nations experience unfettered persecution of non-believers of all other religions
(including non-conforming Muslims), sporadic ethnic cleansing (genocide), use of Sharia Law as a
weapon, and Jizya, the tax placed on infidels, such as in:
Albania -- Muslim 70%
Malaysia -- Muslim 60.4%
Qatar -- Muslim 77..5%
Sudan -- Muslim 70%

After 80%, expect daily intimidation and violent jihad, some State-run ethnic cleansing, and
even some genocide, as these nations drive out the infidels, and move toward 100% Muslim, such
as has been experienced and in some ways is on-going in:
Bangladesh -- Muslim 83%
Egypt -- Muslim 90%
Gaza -- Muslim 98.7%

Indonesia -- Muslim 86.1%
Iran -- Muslim 98%
Iraq -- Muslim 97%
Jordan -- Muslim 92%
Morocco -- Muslim 98.7%
Pakistan -- Muslim 97%
Palestine -- Muslim 99%
Syria -- Muslim 90%
Tajikistan -- Muslim 90%
Turkey -- Muslim 99.8%
United Arab Emirates -- Muslim 96%

100% will usher in the peace of 'Dar-es-Salaam' -- the Islamic House of Peace. Here there's
supposed to be peace, because everybody is a Muslim, the Madrasses are the only schools, and
the Koran is the only word, such as in:
Afghanistan -- Muslim 100%
Saudi Arabia -- Muslim 100%
Somalia -- Muslim 100%
Yemen -- Muslim 100%
Unfortunately, peace is never achieved, as in these 100% states the most radical Muslims
intimidate and spew hatred, and satisfy their blood lust by killing less radical Muslims, for a
variety of reasons.
'Before I was nine I had learned the basic canon of Arab life. It was me against my brother; me and
my brother against our father; my family against my cousins and the clan; the clan against the
tribe; the tribe against the world, and all of us against the infidel. -- Leon Uris, 'The Haj'
It is important to understand that in some countries, with well under 100% Muslim populations,
such as France, the minority Muslim populations live in ghettos, within which they are 100%
Muslim, and within which they live by Sharia Law. The national police do not even enter these
ghettos. There are no national courts, nor schools, nor non-Muslim religious facilities. In such
situations, Muslims do not integrate into the community at large. The children attend madrasses.
They learn only the Koran. To even associate with an infidel is a crime punishable with death.
Therefore, in some areas of certain nations, Muslim Imams and extremists exercise more power
than the national average would indicate.
Today's 1.5 billion Muslims make up 22% of the world's population. But their birth rates dwarf the
birth rates of Christians, Hindus, Buddhists, Jews, and all other believers. Muslims will exceed
50% of the world's population by the end of this century.
Adapted from Dr. Peter Hammond's book: Slavery, Terrorism and Islam: The Historical Roots and
Contemporary Threat

Today we are letting the fox guard the henhouse. The wolves will be herding the
sheep as Obama has appointed two devout Muslims to Homeland Security posts.
Obama and Janet Napolitano appoint Arif Alikhan, a devout Muslim, as Assistant
Secretary for Policy Development.
DHS Secretary Janet Napolitano also swore in Kareem Shora, a devout Muslim
who was born in Damascus, Syria, as ADC National Executive Director as a
member of the Homeland Security Advisory Council (HSAC).
NOTE: Has anyone ever heard a new government official being identified as a devout Catholic, a

devout Jew or a devout Protestant...?
Devout Muslims being appointed to critical Homeland Security positions? Doesn't this make you
feel safer already??
Was it not a Devout Muslim who killed 13 at Fort Hood? Please forward this important information
to any who care about the future of our respective countries.

In His service,
Pastor Jason Barlow
Websites:

www.kincardineyouth.com
www.lighthousefellowshipbaptist
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